ABSTRACT
Introduction
Computational micromechanics is emerging rapidly as a very powerful tool to obtain the macroscopic properties of engineering materials from the numerical simulation of the behavior of a representative volume element (RVE) of the microstructure Mainly due to limitations in computer power, numerical simulations carried out in the past were normally limited to simple representations of the material microstructure or two-dimensional problems. They provided highly valuable insights into the micromechanisms of deformation and fracture but could not always lead to quantitative predictions. At present, it is becoming feasible to deal with three-dimensional simulations to carry out quantitative estimations of mechanical properties using this strategy, which presents significant advantages over homogenization methods if the behavior of any phase is highly non-linear or fracture of the different phases has to be taken into account Recent examples can be found in the prediction of the fracture toughness at ambient and elevated temperature of Ti/SiC composites , the texture development and microscopic strain heterogeneity in ULC steel subjected to uniaxial tension the deformation under compression of elastomeric foams and porous elastomers or the effect of particle spatial distribution on the tensile strength of metal-matrix composites Applications of this methodology to polymer-matrix composites (PMC) have began to appear recently and they were mainly aimed to study the effect of microstructural factors (fiber orientation, interface strength, etc.) on the onset and progression of damage upon loading. Another interesting application in this field the prediction of the failure locus of PMC lamina subjected to multiaxial stress states, an important and controverted problem. A recent effort to assess the state-of-the-art developments in this matter, the World Wide Failure Exercise , compared the results provided by 19 different failure criteria with benchmark experimental results on carbon-and glass-fiber laminates. The comparison showed that the predictions of many theories differed significantly from the experimental results (particularly under multiaxial stress states involving fracture by matrix and/or fiber compression), and ranked the available theories according to their ability to predict (a) biaxial lamina strength, (b) initial and final biaxial laminate strength, and (c) deformation of laminates. Precise conclusions regarding to the theory which best reproduces the physical failure mechanisms as well as the mechanical strength were limited by the scarcity of experimental results for multiaxial stress states, the experimental scatter (which sometimes impedes discrimination among the different theoretical predictions), and the phenomenological nature of most models.
Computational micromechanics stands as a very useful tool in this area as it can provide "virtual tests" which can be used to check the different failure criteria available in the literature. In addition, results of virtual tests are cheaper and free from experimental constrains (buckling, free edge effects, failures at end constraints). However, this methodology should be validated previously against experimental results of PMC lamina subjected to multiaxial stress states and this is the main objective of this paper. To this end, the failure locus of a unidirectional C/ PEEK composite subjected to transverse compression and longitudinal shear was computed and compared with the experimental results of Vogler and Kyriakides [1] , which contain detailed information of the matrix and fiber properties as well as the failure micromechanisms during multiaxial loading. The predicted failure locus was compared with the predictions of Puck and LaRC failure criteria and the influence of matrix and interface properties on the accuracy of these criteria was discussed.
Summary of experimental results

Vogler and Kyriakides
carried out a detailed experimental study of the mechanical behavior of a composite lamina made up of a PEEK matrix unidirectionally reinforced with 60 vol% AS4 carbon fibers. In addition to tests under transverse compression and longitudinal shear, biaxial tests under three different loading paths (shear followed by compression, compression followed by shear and proportional shear-compression loading) were performed and the failure strength was reported in all cases. While all the specimens fractured along planes parallel to the fibers, the orientation depended on the loading mode. Specimens tested in pure shear failed by splitting near the interface with the end plates and hackles (indicative of shear failure) were found on the fracture surfaces. Specimens tested under pure compression tended to fail within the test section along planes oriented approximately at 45° with the loading axis although the precise inclination was not measured. Specimens subjected to biaxial loading paths failed in one of these two modes. The former was dominant under small compressive stresses and it was found that the shear strength increased slightly with the compressive stress. The remaining specimens failed in a similar mode to the specimens tested under transverse compression and hackles were also observed on the matrix fracture surfaces.
The experimental values of the compressive (er 2 ) an shear (T 12 ) stresses at failure are plotted in Fig. 6 , and they were independent of the loading path, in agreement with the predictions of numerical simulations . The experimental scatter was limited and thus this set of experimental data is ideal to check the accuracy of the predictions obtained by computational micromechanics. In addition, the authors reported the matrix and fiber mechanical properties, which are necessary for the numerical simulations presented below. It was finally noted by the authors that the failure stresses in Fig. 6 should be interpreted as lower bounds of the actual strength (particularly under shear-dominated fracture) because of the end plate effects. The differences should be, however, small in view of the low tangent moduli of the responses at large strains.
It should be noted that Hsu carried out numerical simulations of these experiments, which were aimed at explaining the lack of influence of the loading path on the yield stress of the composite. They could not provide an estimation of the composite strength because the RVE was very simple (fibers were assumed to be distributed in a regular hexagonal pattern within the matrix) and damage by interface failure was not included. These limitations were overcome in the numerical model presented below.
Numerical model
Representative volume element of the microstructure
The RVE of the lamina microstructure is a prism, with a square section of dimensions L x Lin the 23 plane perpendicular to the fibers (Fig. 1) . The fiber centers in this plane were generated randomly and sequentially following the strategy of the random sequential adsortion algorithm,
. Thirty fibers of 10 urn in diameter were included within the RVE with a volume fraction of 60%. It was assumed that the lamina microstructure was given by an indefinite translation of this RVE along the 2 and 3 axes to eliminate surface effects and, thus, the fiber positions within the RVE kept this periodicity condition. To this end, fibers intersecting the RVE edges were split into an appropriate number of parts and copied to the opposite sides of the square RVE to create the periodic microstructure. Finally, the RVE was extruded along the fiber axis to obtain the three-dimensional prism. The RVE was very thin along the 1 axis (t) because no deformation gradients occur along this axis during transverse compression and longitudinal shear.
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Previous simulations of PMC lamina subjected to transverse compression and transverse shear have demonstrated that this size of the RVE is large enough to capture accurately the maximum stress supported by the composite lamina, particularly if the results obtained with various fiber realizations are averaged. It should be noted, however, that damage localized within a band in the RVE after the maximum in stress and that much larger RVEs would be necessary to capture accurately the behavior in the postpeak regime.
Finite element model
The prismatic RVE was discretized for the analysis with the finite element method. The model volume (matrix and fibers) was meshed using modified quadratic 10-node tetrahedra (C3D10M in Abaqus ) using an adaptive automatic meshing algorithm. The modified elements contain three extra internal degrees of freedom (corresponding to an internal node) with respect to the standard tetrahedra. They were originally developed to alleviate some problems of the standard 10-node tetrahedra for contact problems (particularly in uniform pressure situations), but it has been shown that the extra internal node increases the accuracy to reproduce the strain gradient in the matrix between closely packed fibers . In addition, they exhibit minimal shear and volumetric locking.
In order to take into account the effect of interface fracture on the composite response, interface elements were included between matrix and fibers throughout the model. The interface element is made up of two quadratic (6-node) triangular surfaces that connect the faces of two adjacent quadratic tetrahedra. The two triangular surfaces of the interface element lie together in the initial configuration (zero thickness) and separate as the adjacent solid elements deform. The relative displacement of the element faces generate normal and shear stresses depending on the constitutive equation of the cohesive crack, which is independent of the element formulation. The interface elements are compatible with C3D10M solid elements in Abaqus and were programmed as a UEL subroutine.
Periodic boundary conditions were applied to the RVE surfaces to ensure continuity between neighboring RVEs (which deform like jigsaw puzzles). The periodic boundary conditions can be expressed in terms of the displacement vectors 0], 0 2 and 0 3 which relate the displacements between opposite faces according to (1) Combined uniaxial compression along the x 2 axis and longitudinal shear along the fibers {a 2 and T 12 , Fig. 1 ) are imposed with 0 2 = (S s ,-S c ,0), where c5 c and S s stand for the imposed compressive and shear displacements, respectively. The components of 0] and 0 3 are chosen so that the all the normal and shear forces acting on the RVE surfaces are zero (besides those corresponding to transverse compression and longitudinal shear). The compressive and shear strains are given by e 2 = ln{l -SJL} and y 12 = arctan{c5 s / (I -c5 c )}, respectively. The corresponding normal and shear stresses were computed from the resultant normal and tangential forces acting on the RVE faces divided by the actual cross-section. Simulations were carried out with Abaqus/Standard within the framework of the small deformation/displacement theory because the emphasis was in the composite strength, which was normally attained at strains below 7%. Moreover, it was checked in selected cases that simulations carried out within the framework of finite deformations theory provided equivalent results. The average finite element model comprised approximately 25,000 elements and 55,000 nodes.
Constitutive equations of matrix, fibers and interface
Carbon fibers were modeled as linear, thermo-elastic transversally isotropic solids and their elastic constants are given in Table  1 . The epoxy matrix was assumed to behave as an isotropic, elasto-plastic solid and the elastic constants are given in Table 2 . Plastic deformation was governed by the Mohr-Coulomb criterion and the total matrix strain was given by the addition of the elastic and plastic strain components. The Mohr-Coulomb criterion assumes that yielding takes place when the shear stress acting on a specific plane, x, reaches a critical value, which depends on the normal stress a n acting on that plane and takes into account the influence of the triaxiality on the shear yielding of polymers. The corresponding yield surface, written in terms of the maximum and minimum principal stresses {a x and a m ), is given by 
where c is the cohesion and <p the friction angle. They were assumed to be constant and independent of the accumulated plastic strain. A non-associative flow rule was used to compute the directions of plastic flow in the stress space and the corresponding potential flow G was expressed as ' in which e = (3 -sin$)/(3 + sin</>) and 0 is obtained from
where J 2 and/ 3 are, respectively, the second and the third invariants of the deviatoric stress tensor. More details about the numerical implementation of the Mohr-Coulomb model Quinson measured the yield point of various glassy polymers subjected to different triaxiality levels (uniaxial tension and compression, simple shear and plane strain compression) and reported friction angles in the range 7°-15°. They are in agreement with the magnitude of 15° obtained from the deviation of the fracture plane from the maximum shear stress plane in FRP subjected to transverse compression and thus <j> = 15° was chosen for the PEEK matrix in this investigation. The friction angle <j> controls the hydrostatic pressure sensitivity of the polymeric matrix. The Tresca yield criterion (which is independent of the hydrostatic stress component) is recovered when <j> = 0 while the yield stress of the polymeric matrix under compression and the trend to form shear bands increases with <j>. Regarding to the yield stress under pure shear, Vogler and Kyriakides carried out tests of the neat PEEK matrix but indicated that the inelastic matrix properties within the composite were different , and this has been corroborated recently through nanoindentation . The matrix cohesion c controls the composite strength under pure shear and, therefore, in absence of accurate and reliable data, c was chosen equal to 79.5 MPa, the strength of the composite in shear. This hypothesis takes into account that failure under longitudinal shear occurs through the matrix in agreement with the experimental observations Fiber/matrix interfaces were simulated through a cohesive crack model. In the absence of damage, the interface behavior was linear with an initial stiffness K t (10 5 GPa), which is a numerical parameter large enough to ensure the displacement continuity at the interface and to avoid any modification of the stress fields around the fibers in the absence of damage. The linear behavior ends at the onset of damage, which occurs when the traction acting on the interface reaches the interface strength, t c . This is expressed mathematically as (5) where t n , t n and t t2 are, respectively, the normal and tangential stresses transferred by the interface. () stand for the Macaulay brackets, which return the argument if positive and zero otherwise, because compressive normal stresses do not open the crack. Once damage began, the stresses transferred through the interface were expressed by where <P is an elastic potential given by (6) (7) and Au n , Au n and Au t2 stand for the normal and tangential relative displacements between the crack faces. Au c is the critical normal (or tangential) displacement between the crack faces at which all interaction vanishes and X is the generalized crack opening displacement expressed as (8) The function o"(l) (which stands for the normal stress transferred through the crack in the absence of tangential displacements) is plotted in Fig. 2 . It includes the progressive degradation of the interface stiffness and strength once the maximum interfacial strength is reached, as indicated in the unloading and reloading paths. More details about the numerical implementation of the model can be found in previous publications
The interface behavior is given by the interface strength, t c , and the fracture energy, r" which is the area enclosed under the a{l) function (Fig. 2) , and it is given by r,=it c Au c
The mechanical properties of the interface can be measured from push-out tests performed on thin slices machined from the composite panel. No information was, however, available for the interface properties and thus t c = 112 MPa was chosen so the numerical simulations under transverse compression matched the experimental results. This value is representative of a good fiber/matrix bonding, as indicated by the fracture surfaces of the composite samples. Previous simulations have shown that the interface fracture energy does not influence significantly the composite strength in materials with high good interface strength and r, = 100J/m 2 was used, a reasonable value for C/epoxy interfaces according to available experimental data
Results
Six different fiber realizations were generated to build the corresponding RVEs and meshed following the methodology presented in the previous section. The mechanical response was computed under transverse compression, longitudinal shear and biaxial compression and shear using a pseudo-radial loading path in which <5 S / <5 C = -6. The corresponding stress-strain curves for pure compression and shear are plotted in Fig. 3(a) , while those for biaxial compression and shear are plotted in Fig. 3(b) . The strength of the composite lamina in compression was slightly higher than that of the unreinforced matrix, y™, which was computed in accordance with the Mohr-Coulomb model. Different fiber realizations led variations in the composite strength under uniaxial compression but the maximum difference was below 7% of the compressive strength. Thus, the average value from the six realizations could be considered as a very good approximation of the compressive strength. The specimens deformed in uniaxial com- pression failed by the development of a plastic shear band in the matrix, which was approximately oriented at 50°-55° with the pependicular to the loading axis, in agreement with the experimental observations ( ; Fig. 4(a) ). Decohesions at the fiber/ matrix interface were observed in several fibers around the shear band but they appeared after the shear band was formed and thus were a consequence of the strain localization rather than the origin. Obviously, the scatter in the stress-strain curves among different RVEs increased in the post-peak regime because the behavior was controlled by the path and orientation of the shear band in the matrix.
On the contrary, the stress-strain curves of the six realizations under longitudinal shear were practically superposed and presented a wide plateau, which showed that the composite deformed at a constant shear stress equal to the matrix flow stress in shear, c. The corresponding deformation pattern can be found in the contour plot of the accumulated plastic strain in the matrix in Fig.   4(d) . Deformation was initially localized in a matrix band parallel to the applied shear stress T 12 and further loading only increased the shear strain in the band. Comparison among the different RVEs showed that the localization occurred along the shortest matrix path parallel to applied shear stress. Once the band percolated through the RVE, deformation continued at a constant shear stress equal to the matrix cohesion. This deformation micromechanism is in perfect agreement with the experimental observations, which reported that the specimens loaded in longitudinal shear failed by splitting along the fibers. Our constitutive equation for the matrix did not take into account the matrix failure in shear and thus it was not possible to reproduce the final fracture of the lamina under these conditions, though this was not necessary as the focus of the simulations was in the maximum strength.
The stress-strain curves for six different RVEs subjected to compression and shear using a pseudo-radial loading path characterized by S s /S c = -6 also showed very little scatter (Fig. 3(b) ).
Failure occurred by the development of a shear band in the matrix parallel to the applied shear stress (Fig. 4(c) ), as in the specimens subjected to uniaxial shear. Nevertheless, the compressive stresses led to a more diffuse damage pattern in the matrix and increased the matrix resistance to shear yielding. As a result, the T 12 -y-12 curves showed strain hardening and presented a well-defined maximum in strength which was followed by the localization of the deformation in continuous band throughout the RVE.
The behavior of the lamina subjected to different biaxial loading paths characterized by <5 S / <5 C is plotted in Fig. 5 in the a 2 -t\2 stress space. Normal and tangential stresses increased proportionally during elastic deformation upon pseudo-radial deformation and this proportionally disappeared with the onset of plastic deformation in the matrix. Two different failure modes were observed. If <5 S / <5 C sg -4, the composite failed in shear-dominated mode and deformation was localized in matrix band parallel to the shear stress. It should be noted that the maximum shear strength increased with the compressive stress applied to the lamina while this failure mode was dominant, in agreement with the postulates of the Mohr-Coulomb model. The compressive stresses became dominant as <5 S /(5 C > -2 and fracture occurred through a matrix plane whose inclination with respect to the line perpendicular to the compressive stress was in the range 50°-55°, depending on the details of the spatial arrangement of the fibers. The transition between both mechanisms was found at <5 S / <5 C ss -3, in which the orientation of the fracture surface was in between the behavior dominated by shear or compression, as shown in Fig. 4(b) .
The predictions of the failure locus under transverse compression and longitudinal shear obtained by computational micromechanics are plotted in Fig. 6 together with the experimental results of Vogler and Kyriakides . The agreement is excellent for the whole shape of the failure locus and it is worth noting the experimental points in Fig. 6 should be interpreted as lower bounds of the actual strength under shear-dominated fracture because of the end plate effects . It should be noted that the differences between the numerical results and the experiments in the region of shear-dominated failure may also appear because the friction angle chosen for the matrix in the simulations (tp = 15°) was slightly higher than the actual one. The numerical simulations explained the transition from shear failure by splitting along the fibers to compressive failure along an inclined surface parallel to the fibers. The former is characterized by a linear increase of the shear strength with the applied compressive stress and the slope depends of the friction angle <j>. The end of this regime is accompanied by a change in the failure mode to compressive failure, leading to a gentle reduction in the maximum shear strength at failure. The corresponding failure envelopes corresponding to the Puck and LaRC03 models are also plotted in Fig. 6 for comparison. Both models assume that the composite lamina is isotropic in the 23 plane and that failure under transverse compression and longitudinal shear occurs through surfaces parallel to the fibers. Fracture is caused by the normal and tangential stresses acting on the fracture plane following the Mohr-Coulomb criterion (matrix-dominated failure). The failure surface is determined by computing the critical orientation of the fracture plane for each combination of normal and tangential stresses. The two models differ slightly in their expression of the Mohr-Coulomb failure criterion. Puck proposed (10) where x t and %\ are, respectively, the transverse and longitudinal shear stresses and a n is the normal stress acting on the fracture plane (Fig. 7) . S L and S T stand for the lamina strength under longitudinal and transverse shear. S L can be measured directly in the laboratory but mechanical tests under transverse (out-of-plane) shear are very difficult to carry out and S T is normally from the transverse compressive strength of the lamina Y c by assuming the failure is controlled by the matrix and follows the Mohr-Coulomb model. Under these hypotheses,
where 0 o indicates the orientation of the fracture plane under transverse compression with respect to the perpendicular to the loading axis, which is close to 53° for FRP if matrix failure is dominant. The other parameters in Eq. (10) can be obtained as [19] (12)
The failure locus can be determined by computing the critical orientation of the fracture plane for each combination of normal and tana n Fig. 7 . Schematic of normal and shear stresses acting on the fracture plane according to Puck and LaRC models. gential stresses once the lamina properties under longitudinal shear and transverse compression are given Davila followed a similar strategy to obtain the failure locus under transverse compression and longitudinal shear starting from another approximation based on the Mohr-Coulomb model
which assumes that the compressive stresses acting on the fracture plane reduce the effective shear stresses rather than increase the shear strength. Both models (Puck and LaRC03) reproduce adequately the two main failure mechanisms (compressive and shear-dominated failure) which were found in the experiments and in the numerical simulations. Nevertheless, the Puck model (which also stands for the LaRC04 criteria) is able to predict accurately the failure surface in the whole range of biaxial stresses. On the contrary, LaRC03 criteria does not capture adequately the transition between both failure mechanisms and tends to overestimate the composite strength.
Failure locus under interface-controlled failure
Once the potential of computational micromechanics to predict the failure locus has been proved, this methodology can be used to assess the behavior under different loading conditions or fracture micromechanisms. A relevant example is the case of composites in which failure under transverse compression and shear is controlled by interface decohesion rather than matrix yielding. The mechanical behavior of the lamina subjected to different biaxial loading paths characterized by <5 S / <5 C is plotted in Fig. 8 in the a 2 -t\2 stress space for a composite lamina in which the interface strength was reduced to t c = 0.5c = 39.8 MPa (to ensure that failure controlled by interface decohesion). The rest of the matrix, fiber and interface properties were not changed. As in the composites with a strong interface, simulations with different fiber realizations led to very little scatter in the maximum strength (below 6% between the maximum and minimum values). The composite strength in compression and shear was reduced (as compared to the composite with a strong interface, failure) after the peak load was abrupt in tests carried out under limited amount of compression.
The corresponding failure mechanisms in composite lamina with a weak interface subjected to uniaxial compression, biaxial compression and shear (5 C /5 S = -2) and longitudinal shear can be found in Fig. 9(a) , (b) and (c), respectively, which shows the contour plots of the plastic strain at the peak load. Two main differences are found with respect to the composite with a strong interface. Shearfailure, which is dominant when SJS S < -3, occurs by interface fracture in shear rather than matrix shear yielding, Fig. 9(c) . As the interface shear strength is independent of the compressive normal stresses, the shear strength of the composite in this region does not depend on the compressive stresses and the composite strength is practically constant in the range -3 > SJS S < -oo. The shape of the failure locus in this area is thus different from the one found in composites with a strong interface. Nevertheless, failure also occurs by the formation of a crack parallel to the applied shear stress T 12 formed by the link-up of interface cracks following the weakest path through the interfaces, Fig. 9(c) . Under compression-dominated failure (5 C /5 S > -1, damage began by the nucleation of interface cracks at the equator of the fibers, perpendicularly to the compression axis, and continued by the formation of plastic shear bands in the polymeric matrix which linked-up the interface cracks. Thus, matrix damage was diffuse and it was not always possible to find a shear band which crossed the entire RVE, Fig. 9(a) . An intermediate situation between both mechanisms was found at <5c/ <5s = -2, Fig. 9(b) , in which features of compression-and sheardominated failure can be found.
Finally, the failure locus predicted by the numerical simulations for a composite with a weak interface is compared with the predictions of Puck and LaRC models in Fig. 10 . The latter were obtained as before from the values of S L and Y c provided by the numerical simulations and assuming that 0 O = 53°. As it was expected, both models -which are obtained under the hypothesis of matrix-dominated failure -are not able to predict failure surface. The largest differences are found in the shear-dominated region because they predict an increase in the composite strength as the applied com- Fig. 9 . Contour plot of the accumulated plastic strain in the composite with a weak interface subjected to: (a) uniaxial compression. e 2 = -6.6% (b) Biaxial compression and shear using a pseudo-radial loading path characterized by S s jS c = -2. e 2 = -6%, yi2= 12.4%. (c) Longitudinal shear deformation. y ]2 = 5.1%. All plots correspond to the instant of maximum stress in stress-strain curves of Fig. 8 . Compression is always in the vertical direction. development of accurate failure criteria which take into account the physical processes of deformation and failure.
Conclusions
The mechanical response of a composite lamina made up of PEEK matrix unidirectionally reinforced with 60 vol% C fibers subjected to transverse compression and longitudinal shear was simulated using computational micromechanics. The failure locusgiven by the envelope of the loading curves under different biaxial loading conditions in the a 2 -i\i stress space -was in excellent agreement with the experimental results reported by Vogler and Kyriakides [1] for this material. In addition, the transition from shear to compression-dominated fracture and the differences in the orientation of the fracture plane were adequately predicted by the numerical simulations. These results demonstrate the actual potential of computational micromechanics to predict the macroscopic properties of composite lamina from the properties and spatial distribution of the constituents.
The numerical simulations were also useful to establish the range of validity of current failure criteria for composites. In particular, they showed that Puck failure criterion provides an excellent estimate for the failure locus of unidirectional laminates subjected to transverse compression and longitudinal shear when fracture is controlled by the matrix. This is not, however, the case in composites with a weak fiber/matrix interface in which interface pressive stress increases which is not realistic in the case of interface dominated failure. This result shows the potential of computational micromechanics simulations to provide guidance in the decohesion, rather than matrix shear yielding, controls the mechanical behavior. The failure loci obtained from the computational micromechanics can be very useful in extending the accuracy of current failure criteria for conditions of interface dominated failure. This investigation was supported by the Ministerio de Eduacion y Ciencia de Espana through the Grant MAT 2006-2602 and by the Comunidad de Madrid through the program ESTRUMAT-CM (reference MAT/0077).
